The theory of Schur complement plays an important role in many fields, such as matrix theory and control theory. In this paper, applying the properties of Schur complement, some new estimates of diagonally dominant degree on the Schur complement of I(II)-block strictly diagonally dominant matrices and I(II)-block strictly doubly diagonally dominant matrices are obtained, which improve some relative results in Liu [Linear Algebra Appl. 435(2011) 3085-3100]. As an application, we present several new eigenvalue inclusion regions for the Schur complement of matrices. Finally, we give a numerical example to illustrate the advantages of our derived results. 
Introduction
Let C n n denote the set of all n n complex matrices, N D f1; 2; : : : ; ng and A D .a ij / 2 C n n .n 2/. We write r i .A/ D n X j D1;j ¤i ja ij j; 8i 2 N:
We know that A is called a diagonally dominant matrix if ja i i j r i .A/; 8i 2 N:
(1)
A is called a strictly diagonally dominant matrix if all inequalities in .1/ hold strictly.
A is called a generalized Ostrowski matrix if ja i i jja jj j r i .A/r j .A/; 8i; j 2 N; i ¤ j:
A is called Ostrowski matrix if all inequalities in .2/ hold strictly (see [1] ). D n .SD n /, and OS n .GOS n / will be used to denote the sets of all n n (strictly) diagonally dominant matrices and the sets of all n n (generalized) Ostrowski matrices, respectively. A matrix A D .a ij / 2 C n n is called an M -matrix, if there exist a nonnegative matrix B and a real number s > .B/, where .B/ is the spectral radius of B, such that A D sI B. We know that if A is an M -matrix, then the Schur complement of A is also an M -matrix and detA > 0 (see [17] ). A matrix A is an H -matrix if and only if .A/ is an M -matrix. We denote by H n and M n the set of H -matrices and M -matrices, respectively. Let A 2 C n n be partitioned in the following form: 
where A.˛t ;˛t / is a j˛t j j˛t j nonsingular principal submatrix of A, t D 1; 2; : : : ; s. Let C n n s denote the set of all s s block matrices in C n n partitioned as . . A is called an I-block strictly diagonally dominant matrix if for all 1 Ä l Ä s,
. A is called an I-block strictly doubly diagonally dominant matrix if for all
kA.˛j ;˛m/k:
. A is called an II-block strictly doubly diagonally dominant matrix if for all
kOEA.˛j ;˛j / 1 A.˛j ;˛m/k < 1:
, and I-BSDD s ( II-BSDD s ) will be used to denote the set of all n n I(II)-block strictly diagonally dominant matrices and the set of all n n I(II)-block strictly doubly diagonally dominant matrices, respectively.
We know that if A 2I-BSDD s but A …I-BSD s , then there exists a unique index i 0 such that
And if A 2II-BSDD s but A …II-BSD s , then there exists a unique index i 0 such that
As shown in [4] , for 1 Ä i Ä s, we call
kOEA.˛i ;˛i / 1 A.˛i ;˛m/k; the i -th I-block and II-block diagonally dominant degree of A, respectively. A is called an I-block H -matrix and II-block H -matrix, respectively, if the comparison matrices of block matrix
kA.˛l ;˛m/k; if l ¤ m:
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give several new estimates of block diagonally dominant degree on the Schur complement of I(II)-BSD s and I(II)-BSDD s , which improve some related results in [4] . In Section 3, based on these derived results in the Section 2, new inclusion regions for eigenvalues of the Schur complement are obtained. In Section 4, we present a numerical example to illustrate the advantages of our derived results.
The block diagonally dominant degree for the Schur complement
In this section, we present several new estimates of block diagonally dominant degree on the Schur complement of I(II)-BSD s and I(II)-BSDD s . 
Lemma 2.7 ( [19] ). Let A 2 C n n . If kAk < 1, then I n A is nonsingular and
where I n is an identity matrix. 
where
Now we give our main results, which are more accurate than those in Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 2.9.
and kOE e A.˛t ;˛t /
where 1 Ä w Ä k,
A.˛i 1 ;˛j s / : : :
Let J t D j˛j t j and I J t be an identity matrix. From Lemma 2.6, we have kOEA.
then there exists sufficiently small positive number 0 such that
Construct a positive diagonal matrix X D d i ag.x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x kC1 /, where
And for p D 2; 3; : : : ; k C 1, from
Thus, e B 2 SD kC1 , and so
Let x be
By Lemma 2.2, we have I .A/.˛/ 2 M k , thus det OE I .A/.˛/ > 0. Further, by (9), we obtain kOE e A.˛t ;˛t /
Let ! 0. Then we obtain .6/. Similarly, we can prove .7/.
Remark 2.11. Note that
This shows that Theorem 2.10 improves Lemma 2.8. 
Proof. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.10, for any > 0 and 1 Ä t Ä l, kOE e A.˛t ;˛t /
where G t , H T are such as in the proof of Theorem 2.10.
similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.10, we have
Let ! 0. Since det OE I .A.˛// > 0, by (12), we obtain .10/. Similarly, we can prove .11/.
v , k C l D s and A=˛D . e A.˛t ;˛s//. Then 1 e P t .A=˛/ 1 e P j t .A/ C j t 1 e P j t .A/ > 0;
and
where 1 Ä w Ä k, 
kOEA.˛j t ;˛j t / 1 A.˛j t ;˛i w /k e R i w .A/;
e R i t 1 .A/ C 0 ; if t D 2; 3; : : : ; k C 1:
And for p D 2; 3; : : : Let ! 0. Then we obtain .13/. Similarly, we can prove .14/.
Remark 2.14. Note that
This shows that Theorem 2.13 improves Lemma 2.9. 
and ; e
Proof. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.13, for any > 0, we obtain
where L t , H T are such as in the proof of Theorem 2.13. 
Let ! 0. Since det OE II .A/.˛/ > 0, by (19) , we obtain .17/. Similarly, we can prove .18/.
Eigenvalue inclusion regions for the Schur complement
In this section, based on the results in Section 2, we present new eigenvalue inclusion regions for the Schur complement of I(II)-BSD s . In the following, we assume that˛D
Let A=˛D . e A.˛t ;˛s//, j˛t j D t and I t be an identity matrix. .A=˛/ and .A/ denote the set of eigenvalues of A=˛and A, respectively. 
Now we present our main results, which are more accurate than those in Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4. 
where B and I .A.˛// are defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.10. Since det OE I .A/.˛/ > 0 and detB > 0, then 
Further,
Thus, we complete the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3.5, we can prove the following theorem according to Theorem 2.13. 
A numerical example
In this section, we present a numerical example to illustrate the advantages of our derived results. 
The sets and 0 are shown in Fig. 1 . It is apparent that 0 from both (22), (23) and Fig. 1 . And the eigenvalues of A=˛are denoted by '+' in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1 , notice that the sets and 0 consist of two disjoint components, respectively, where the red circular-like sets in the right consist of two different circular-like sets.
